The Caravel Group partners
with Symantec
to defend against cyber threats

Symantec has a wide
range of security
products. They are
the market leader to
provide integrated cyber
defence solutions and
rapid delivery to the
cloud.”
- Angad Banga, Chief Operating Officer,
The Caravel Group

Businesses are increasing annual spend on
cyber security more than ever before. As
threats become more advanced, The Caravel
Group (TCG) has introduced multiple layers
of threat protection across its operations.
Supporting organisations, governments
and people to secure their most important
data, TCG partnered with leading cyber
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security provider, Symantec. A market
leader in the field, the business delivers
integrated solutions across all end-points,
and has strengthened TCG’s cloud and
infrastructure capabilities, deploying effective, scalable solutions.

A strategic partnership

A secure solution

By partnering with Symantec, TCG has accelerated
their journey to the cloud with flexible endpoint
detection and response (EDR) technology. The results
are significant: Incident responders now quickly
search, identify, and contain impacted endpoints,
both on premises and in the cloud, integrating all
incident data and actions into existing SOC
infrastructures and Symantec Endpoint Protection
(SEP) environments.

Optimising assets and lowering operational costs were
the biggest sellers for TCG, where Symantec’s technologies
were deployed in minutes, with no impact on the end-user
experience. “Security solutions from Symantec have
changed the way we deal with threats." says Banga.
"We are now also implementing Symantec IT Asset
Management to centralise all our resources.”

With the successful onboarding of Symantec Email
Security.cloud products to eradicate the threat of
spam, malware, and trojans, its Target Attack
Analytics (TAA) and Dynamic Adversary Intelligence
has seen the implementation of cloud-based artificial
intelligence algorithms and machine learning. This
allows TCG to adapt to new attack techniques
automatically and gain greater insight into attacker
and technique. By increasing visibility, Symantec also
delivers great automated playback capabilities to
TCG, bringing the skills and best practices of its
most experienced security analysts to the table,
lowering costs at every opportunity.

Symantec IT Management Suite integrates with SEP Cloud,
extending the visibility of endpoints to include modern
devices and operating systems. Reducing the cost of
managing servers, desktops, laptops and thin clients from
a centralised location, the solution reduced end-user
downtime and maximised IT efficiency.
Additionally, by ensuring real-time compliance across
TCG’s IT assets and overall operations, Symantec IT
Management Suite centralises and simplifies patch
management. Symantec’s cloud-enabled management
functionality in IT Management Suite puts the security
of Windows and Mac users firmly at the forefront, even
when they are disconnected from the corporate network.
In-depth reports also offer smarter, faster decisions which
ensure endpoints are protected.
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